Use of a WiFi Location Estimation Service as a Tool for
Presenting Real Time Information During a River Cruise
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Abstract. This paper highlights the use of ubiquitous technology to effectively
enable location estimation in a system that promotes the display of surrounding
information during a sightseeing cruise. The proposed system stands on the
applicability of WiFi signal strength to grasp current location and on the use of
web-tagged place information on the contents of riverfront places and its revival
processes. The effectiveness of system in both technical and social aspects
was verified promoting a river cruise in downtown Osaka in cooperation with
volunteer citizens, experts and a cruise company. The accuracy provided by
the WiFi location estimation presented some failures at certain points but was
satisfactory enough to guarantee the display of nearby information at certain
level. The proposed web navigation was testified positive by respondents,
although additional adjustments of its design and improvements of the WiFi
server were pointed out as necessary steps.
Keywords. Location estimation; place information; WiFi; GPS; river cruise.
Introduction
Riverfronts and the future of cities
Rivers were and still are key points of settlement
and structuring of urban plans, besides constituting,
with the built-up areas, an important part of the image of riverside cities (Campbell, 1982; Mann, 1973).
Large metropolises like Rotterdam, London, New
York City, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Seoul, Tokyo and
Osaka owe their development success in part to their
easy accessibility via water and the resultant expansion of trade, a factor that changed in the 20th century with new transportation and logistics systems.

Riverfronts later have become separate districts and
hidden landscapes that were not usually part of the
daily routine of citizens (Costa and Monteiro, 2002).
Many cities around the world have become
aware of the great potential of their riverfronts, and
have invested in their regeneration, restoring the
recreational usage inspired by the sensory pleasure of direct contact with water. Regeneration of
riverfronts will, undoubtedly, have a key role in the
future of more environmentally friendly cities. However, huge projects like the one carried out on the
Cheonggyecheon river in Seoul, that managed to
demolish one of its most important expressways and
give back the river to its citizens (Lee, 2004), despite
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their boldness, are likely to be difficult to execute for
many economic and social reasons. In Japan, specifically, in a scenario of reduced economic growth, an
aging society and strict disaster risk management,
less dramatic alternatives may provide ideal solutions for timely and effective regeneration actions.
Osaka City, where water sources account for 10%
of its total surface area, is well-known as Japan’s representative “City of Water” (Kana, 2008). Yodogawa
and its arm rivers are related to many symbolic and
historical values of Osaka. Alike other citizens in the
world, osakans deal with the incongruous scenery
of their city turned away from its natural and scenic
beauty, which has led to some initiatives towards riverfront redevelopment (Figure 1), including “Aquapolis Osaka Renewal Plan”, a campaign to revive riverfront districts and disseminate the Osaka’s cognomen (Yamano, 2006).

Location estimation and place information
Gaining information about past, current conditions
and future developments of a city’s riverfront and
passing this on to citizens is a poorly understood but
vital aspect of the success of many small-scale projects. Acquiring this information through personal
experience on site - a concept known as place information- is still very important, although information
from digital media has, in many ways, increased at a
higher rate and is now accessed by the majority of
citizens.

The future of our cities is inevitably related to
these more computer-literate citizens and to new
forms of planning, constructing, managing and exploring city information - a phenomenon that has
given rise to the term ‘ubiquitous city’. It is also related to the combination of analog and digital spaces,
to a borderless relation between virtual and real city
environments; an interlinked world for the citizens of
the 21st Century.
Providing place information in real time is certainly one of the key points of a ubiquitous city.
Location estimation is a fundamental principle in
making this possible. A wide variety of these location estimation services are available today. On
the whole, they rely on receiving radio frequency
signals and interpreting their relative timing and/
or signal strength (Borriello et al, 2005). The idea
of a location-enhanced web service started in the
middle of the 90s and was later embedded with
WiFi (a commercial brand name that became an acronym for the wireless local area network) location
estimation (Voelker et al, 1994), which can estimate
location based on surrounding APs (access points)
beacons and reading RSSI (Received Signal Strength
Indication) information (Rekimoto et al, 2007). This
technology came with the necessity to solve technical limitations of GPS (Global Positioning System)
indoors and in building canyon zones. Meanwhile,
the proliferation of WiFi APs that potentially could be
used in these circumstances guided most of the later
research in this field (Schilit, 2003), and is therefore
cited in this study.

Research Proposal
The lack of a user-friendly system especially designed to promote both location and place information is one of the main reasons for this study.
Current location estimation systems provide numbered geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude)
rather than real site information and cannot really be
used for spatial identification by most users. Places
like Osaka’s riverfront, for example, are very rich in
meaning, not all of which can be tied to physical
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Figure 1
Osaka’s Dotombori district
with riverfront improvements

coordinates, so assigning more legible names and
semantics like “Yodoyabashi bridge” to raw codes
like “34.693022N, 135.501007E” is a key strategy to
convert “location” into “place”.
This research stands on the use of WiFi as an
newly alternative to current GPS-based location
estimation services due to its relatively low cost and
no need for additional equipment. Such technology
is deployed in a web service to promote more userfriendly ways of dynamically exploring and grasping
riverfront information in an outdoor context and in
real time. The vision of the system this study aims
to implement is that any citizen in possession of a
wireless network connected device should be able
to find out his location and obtain useful information
about his surroundings. The context of a river cruise
for the design of the system was picked up as a challenging study to verify the citizen’s knowledge on
the ongoing revival processes in riverfront, as well as
testing all usability and technical aspects, mainly the
validity of the system in movement context, which
corresponds to the majority of people’s daily life outdoor actions.

System Development
The developed system basically relies on the use
of open APIs (Application Programming Interfaces)
from Place Engine [1] (WiFi estimation service available for Japan) and Google Maps, in a mashup code
method (also known as web application hybrid) with
selected contents on the Osaka’s riverfront redevelopment actions. A special webpage called Osaka
Ubiquitous Cruise was designed for this purpose and
temporarily hosted in a server for experiments and
later technical and usability evaluation. The system
entirely made use of JavaScript code and applies
the principles of AJAX (Synchronous JavaScript and
XML) for all interactions of the previously cited APIs
and contents.
A total of 94 tagged location information were
classified into six categories of urban and environmental relevance and located in a sidebar to be

previously selected according to user’s interest.
The majority of the tagged information was drawn
based in information from blogs of bridge and river
hobbyists, community tourism enterprises and official home pages of public bureaus and transportation companies. The process involved the selection
of fundamental information like a representative
picture to be posted on the top, inauguration date,
materials, height or length, besides a brief but consistent historical introduction, ongoing and future
projects for the place and its surroundings. All these
information was designed in individual HTML files.
Tagging information criteria was based on the
tag-to-map method used by Google Maps: a TXT file
containing a list of their geographical coordinates (in
decimal degrees) followed by their respective names
was the basis for the creation of clickable markers
overlaying the map. The HTML files and some MP3
audio files for strategic places were also embedded
in the hosting server to be fully accessed.
The system makes it possible, by clicking a command, the WiFi estimated location to be real time
posted on the map, where users can realize where
they are and web surf through the provided tagged
markers, which serve as links to access each place’s
information to be visualized in another sidebar. AJAX
functions were used to load the TXT files into Google
Maps’ code and be transformed into markers on the
map. The category sidebar also AJAX load its TXT files
firstly to populate the bar with names of places and
then permit array for user’s selection. Another JavaScript code was used to link the populated markers
with their correspondent HTML file. The navigation
flow and its feature on GUI (Graphic user Interface)
are as following described and illustrated (Figure 2):
1. Click “Get Location” button
2. Get WiFi signal strength (optional: adding GPS
for Hybrid operation)
3. Search in PlaceEngine’s server database
4. Send location to GoogleMap’s server
5. Display location on GoogleMap
6. Add content to hosting server
7. Display place information tags on GoogleMap
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Figure 2
Osaka Ubiquitous Cruise:
overall view of the developed
system

8. Click tagged marker
9. Display place information on the right sidebar
All the navigation and dynamic functions are deployed in the webpage HTML file to avoid refreshes
and new tabs opening while clicking the markers
- a basic principle to make navigation less distracting and more interesting for users. Moreover, some
concerns on the built of these information samples
included the time needed to read the entire material, so that the amount of information would be in
synchronization with the boat movement and users
could access other nearby tagged information while
still cruising in the same vicinity.

System Evaluation

This research involved a series of prior onsite experiments carried out in business hours and in
movement context in Dotombori (Figure 3) and Nakanoshima, both riverfront districts in downtown
Osaka, in order to evaluate both system navigability
and location accuracy. Surrounding built environment, weather condition, database of registered APs
and other detected factors that directly affected WiFi
location estimation were also raised. On all these occasions, GPS and analog parameters of comparative
measurements were used.
The main experiment was held in December
2009; a 54-minute cruise around Nakanoshima,
with the collaboration of 10 volunteer students
and citizens (Figure 4). Notebooks with a wireless
Figure 3
Estimated location points for
a river cruise in DotomboriOsaka, using WiFi and GPS
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Figure 4
Volunteer users testing the
system in a river cruise

connection and a spare handheld GPS were the only
devices required. An interval of 10 seconds was established for both WiFi and GPS technologies prior to
departure to be used for later technical evaluation.
The mean speed developed by the boat stood as
8.59km/h, reaching peak of 13.20km/h.
While participants were web surfing through
nearby tagged information in the website, both instruments were recording the estimated location.
This recorded data was later compared and evaluated on technical criteria. Volunteers were invited to
a 23-minute discussion session after the cruise and
filled in a questionnaire survey.

Technical evaluation
GPS logged data provided quite plausible location

estimation for mostly of the cruise route and therefore was used as base reference for estimating WiFi
estimation errors. WiFi location estimated points
mostly pointed out the location to inhabited districts rather than the river edges. 105 logged points
corresponding to intervals of 30 seconds for both
measurements were taken into account for statistics
purpose.
Compared to GPS, WiFi estimated points manifested a mean error ranging from 39.84 meters in
southern and westernmost districts to 220.86 meters in northern and easternmost districts, with the
entire system mean error standing at 150.31 meters
for the total 105 logged points. Disregarding GPS average accuracy error of 10 meters and adopting an
acceptable WiFi location error of up to 100 meters to
be able to display surrounding information precisely,
the final experiment could be technically considered
valid in 48.57% of the entire route. In the central districts of Nakanoshima (Figure 5), where conditions
of urban occupation and land use are alike, errors
ranged from 12.35 to 24.52 meters, relatively acceptable and even compared to GPS. In some places,
where the boat was far from the buildings on the
edge of the river, the WiFi signal from neighboring
APs was probably difficult to detect and the mean
error stood from 100 to up to 400 meters. In some
isolated cases, neither WiFi nor GPS could provide
good accuracy, interfering in the user’s navigation.

Figure 5
GPS and WiFi estimated
points for the cruise near
Central Nakanoshima
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Errors were most observed in the latitude rather than
in the longitude for each estimated point.
A list of probable factors that directly act on the
estimations was raised. The time in which the experiment was carried out (Saturday afternoon, out of
business hour) was pointed to be a considerable one
for disturbances in the WiFi performance. Local land
use map provided a relation between higher office
or housing concentration and better accuracy, which
would also correspond to PlaceEngine’s claimed
map of registered APs (Figure 6). Verifications on the
interference of boat speed in the accuracy were also
conducted, but no strict relation was observed (Figure 7).
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Usability evaluation
Among the participants, city information like landscape, transportation, events and services were, until
the time of experiment, commonly acquired by analog (78%), rather than digital ways (22%), including
newspaper, pamphlets and information booths. The
proposed method of acquiring this information online in real time turned more interesting than previous methods for 60% of the participants.
Each specific item of the system and experiment
was evaluated. Location accuracy was the item that
received less positive evaluation, followed by the
amount of content, system operation and time for
location estimation. Both the location accuracy and
the time needed to location estimation are issues
strictly concerned to the WiFi location estimation
provider and its improvements. Moreover, Google
Maps’ scroll and zoom properties may have confused
the users regarding to the real accuracy. The information display (more related to the quality of webpage
design), the amount of information (related to the
volume of given written and audio information on
each tagged place), as well as the webpage design
itself, are items of direct input of this research that
can, consequently, be modified, improved or adjusted. Experiment factors like dazzling screen, motion
sickness and weather conditions were also raised as
reasons to influence the use of the system outdoors.
Participants evaluated the proposed system as
very positive and considered using it for commuting,
shopping, eating out and tourism purposes Also according to their feedback, the system, if put in practice, would face problems:
1. Updating constant changeable information on
more commercial oriented activities
2. Controlling of what is the really relevant tagged
information for local community
3. Making more interactive interfaces
4. Adapting the system for smaller devices or displayers if it aimed to become a portable system
5. Depending on the improvement of WiFi location
estimation accuracy to be able to become well
spread used
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Figure 6
PlaceEngine’s claimed map of
registered WiFi APs in downtown Osaka

Figure 7
Boat performed speed and
location distance error by
logged point

6. Permitting multilingual interfaces
7. Facing limitations on internet accessibility outdoor
8. Facing practical nuisances concerning to the
reading and hearing of contents outdoor
Those pointed problems were extremely useful to consider later system improvements. It was
also important to delineate what factors the system
would be able to solve or not.

operation (the case of PlaceEngine) or appearance
(the case of Google Maps). Flexibility in source code
alterations would aid more creative solutions in the
future. As for the usability aspect, system implementation in small devices and interactiveness between
user and object are key processes to accomplish a
more familiar navigation.

Concluding remarks

A portion of this research was done with
the assistance of subject number 211049
of the 2009 Support Project of Regional Activities for Understanding of Science (Japan
Science and Technology Agency (JST)).
The author would like to thank Keihan Osaka
Suijo Bus for the cooperation in the final experiment.

This research understands that the appeal of information from a city that faces onto the water is an
important factor in enhancing the value of the riverfront and forming a generation of water-friendly citizens. The system developed works directly towards
this objective, and also provides a unique opportunity to combine onsite experience of the landscape
with digital information to understand this environment and its regeneration process.
The series of experiments and the usability and
technical evaluation also led to new discussions on
WiFi technology collaboration for the future of location-aware applications in social and design fields.
Besides offering a better cost-benefit option, WiFi is
a new technology in vogue and with great potential
to become widely used.
In this study WiFi location, in general, did not
reach the “within a few meters accuracy” that is the
ultimate aim, but it demonstrated reasonable accuracy depending on the urban scale approach desired, on the built density and land use of a district.
Usability was attested to be positive and the system
could provide, despite some technical disadvantages, the acquisition of riverfront information during a
river cruise.
More efficient database management for a larger amount of contents and improvements on both
PlaceEngine and Google servers are hereby pointed
as future steps for system improvement. This research understands that relying on external APIs restricts alterations on the bases of each one’s essential
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